Microscope breakup won’t be pursued

The Justice Department drops efforts to split the company but will seek other ways to control its business practices.

By Ernest Lourie
Washington—After months of wrangling over whether the government’s strategy in the landmark antitrust case against Microsoft, the Bush administration announced Thursday that it would no longer seek to break up the company.

The government also abandoned a central claim of the lawsuit—that the behavior violated federal antitrust law by integrating its Internet Explorer browser software into its Windows operating system.

Administration officials said the use of an antitrust case and seek a far less drastic measure of regulating the company. Microsoft’s business practices, the statement said, would be monitored by a business entity.

The case is to quickly resolve a case whose roots go back to 1997. In June, a federal appeals court issued an opinion that was skeptical of the breakup and made it even more difficult to challenge.

See Moskowitz, page 12A

BUILDING A PARTNERSHIP

President Bush and Mexican President Vicente Fox met at the White House Thursday to travel him as a leader of democratic change and asked them to pass immigration reforms that would enable laborers from his country to work legally in the United States.

But Fox defended another question in the imme-

Easleys, Humbles lash Bush for brushoff on textiles

By John Woodson
WASHINGTON — “The Bush administration was criticized when Tuesday for dismissing with a form letter a request by Gov. Mike Easley and three other governors to meet with the president about theailing textile industry,” Easley said.

The textile industry says it has lost roughly 30,000 jobs—about 34 percent of the workforce—in just the past few years. The administration has been criticized for failing to address the situation.

The textile industry says it has lost roughly 30,000 jobs—about 34 percent of the workforce—in just the past few years. The administration has been criticized for failing to address the situation.

See Townsend, page 12A

Trial on hold 3 years

Explanations of delay vary

By Arla Weir
Raleigh — Kenneth King was arrested July 12, 1998, and charged with one count of second-degree. It was his fifth arrest for possession of marijuana, police said. After being processed, William King was released on bond.

Police say they have an arrest warrant for a city resident and that they are seeking to locate him.

Openings: The committee approved the opening of the new Senatorial office. The new Senatorial office will be located at the north end of the stadium.

See NCUS, page 12A

NCUS faithful revel in Carter-Finley face lift, Coach Amato’s revival of Wolfpack football

By Tim Bassett
STAFF WRITER

NCUS faithful revel in Carter-Finley face lift, Coach Amato’s revival of Wolfpack football

Carter-Finley: a work in progress

The new stadium will be a major improvement on the old one. For instance, the seating area will be much larger and there will be more room for fans. The entire field has been completely renovated, and it will be ready for the first game of the season.

PHASE 1: A new football operation is in center to be completed in 2002 or 2003. A new scoreboard and a 1,594-seat grandstand have already been completed.

PHASE 2: The planning phase is a new desk top at the north end of the stadium. A new light and a new scoreboard have been added to make way for a new grandstand at the north end of the stadium.

Source: The Wolfpack Club, NCUS
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There’s more excitement surrounding football than I’ve ever seen — football or basketball — since I was a kid.

Bill Bestor, 1991 N.C. State graduate who drove from Wilmington for the game
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